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Abstract

The traditional model for oblique cutting has two shortcomings, one being that it involves only one machining case where the
tool major cutting edge angle is limited to be 90°, i.e. the undeformed chip thickness is equal to the feed of the tool; whilst the
other is that it takes no account of the influence of the tool feed velocity on the resultant cutting velocity. In this present work,
an improved model for oblique cutting is developed in which the influences of the two above factors, i.e. the tool major cutting
edge angle and the tool feed velocity, on machining processes are considered. The new cutting model can be used to determine
precisely some important parameters involved in machining processes, e.g. the effective rake angle of the tool, the effective shear
angle and the consumption of cutting power, etc. As a practical example, the model that is established, combined with a theory
on the minimum energy consumption, is used to carry out chip-control research. The chip flow direction and the chip flow speed
are determined. The theoretically-predicted data is found to agree reasonably well with the experimental results under the given
experimental conditions. © 1998 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

On the basis of the angular relationship between the
cutting velocity vector and the cutting edge of the tool,
different machining process can be classified into two
categories, namely: (i) the orthogonal cutting process;
and (ii) the oblique cutting process [1]. Great attention
has been paid to oblique cutting by a number of
researchers all around the world, because many practi-
cal machining processes are actually examples of
oblique cutting, and numerous research papers have
been published [2–7]. For reference books dealing with
metal cutting [8–13] may be consulted.

However, it should be noted that most of the re-
search is based on the traditional model for oblique
cutting, shown in Fig. 1. The author of this paper
thinks that there are two shortcomings in this model, as
follows:

(1) It involves only one machining case where the
tool major cutting edge angle is limited to be 90°, i.e.
the undeformed chip thickness is equal to the feed of
the tool. In the coordinate system shown in Fig. 1, o is
any point at the tool major cutting edge, the z-axis is in
the direction of the cutting velocity vector, the x-axis is
parallel to the tool major cutting edge and the y-axis is
perpendicular to the z- and x-axes. Due to the tool
major cutting edge angle being 90°, the three measured
force components of the resultant cutting force are
along the x, y- and z-axes, respectively. The problem is
that there exist many other practical machining cases
where the tool major cutting edge angle is not always
equal to 90°. Hence, some important parameters calcu-
lated from the traditional model, e.g. the effective rake
angle of the cutting tool, the effective shear angle and
the consumption of cutting power etc., can still not be
used in the analysis of those machining processes.

(2) It takes no account of the influence of the tool
feed velocity on the resultant cutting velocity. As a
matter of fact, new research [14–17] has shown that
this kind of influence cannot be neglected, especially in
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Fig. 1. Traditional model for oblique cutting (without showing the chip).

chip-control research. As is known, the tool feed veloc-
ity plays an important role in the resultant cutting
velocity and has a great effect on chip flow and chip
curl [18,19].

Therefore, in this present work, an improved model
for oblique cutting is developed in which the influences
of the two above factors, i.e. the tool major cutting
edge angle and the tool feed velocity, on machining
processes are considered. The new cutting model can be
used to determine precisely some important parameters
involved in machining processes, e.g. the effective rake
angle of the tool, the effective shear angle and the
consumption of cutting power, etc. As a practical ex-
ample, the model, combined with a theory on the
minimum energy consumption, is used to carry out
chip-control research. The chip flow direction and the
chip flow speed are determined from the model. The
theoretically predicted data agrees reasonably well with
the experimental results under the given experimental
conditions.

2. Improved model for oblique cutting

Fig. 2 shows the improved model for oblique cutting,
the chip not being shown to make the relating vectors
clear.

In Fig. 2, o is any point at the tool major cutting
edge. The z-axis is in the direction of the cutting
velocity vector Vc (in this paper, in order to distinguish
vectors from scalars, the bold-faced letters, Vc, Vch, are
used to denote vectors and the light-faced letters, Vc,
Vch, are used to denote scalars). The y-axis is in the
opposite direction to the tool feed velocity vector Vf,
whilst the x-axis is perpendicular to the y- and z-axes.
Line ol is the projection of the total major cutting edge
on the xoy plane. The spatial position of the tool major
cutting edge can be determined by the tool major
cutting edge angle Kr and the tool cutting edge inclina-
tion angle ls. The spatial position of the tool rake face
Pr can be determined by the tool major cutting edge

and the normal rake angle of the tool gn. The chip flow
direction makes an angle of h with the normal line of
the tool major cutting edge on the tool rake face.

A series of important terms are defined as follows: (i)
the resultant cutting velocity vector V, the addition of
the cutting velocity vector Vc, and the tool feed velocity
vector Vf; (ii) the chip deformation plane Pd, the plane
containing the resultant cutting velocity vector V, and
the chip flow velocity vector Vch, measured in Pd, the
progressive deformation of an element of work material
into the corresponding chip element being assumed to
occur; (iii) the effective rake angle of the tool ge, the
angle between the chip flow velocity vector Vch, and the
tool base plane Pb (i.e. the xoy plane), measured in Pd;
and (iv) the effective shear angle fe, the angle between
the resultant cutting velocity vector V, and the shear
plane Ps, measured in Pd.

It is noteworthy that the above definitions of Pd, ge

and fe are different from their respective traditional
definitions in the literature [8].

3. Theoretical calculations based on the improved
model

3.1. Two basic unit 6ectors

Supposing that i, j, k are, respectively, three unit
vectors along the x-, y-, and z-axes, the unit vector in
the tool rake face parallel to the tool major cutting edge
b0 can be determined as:

b0=cos ls sin Kr · i−cos ls cos Kr · j−sin ls ·k (1)

The unit vector in the tool rake face perpendicular to
the tool major cutting edge a0 can be found from:

a0=a0x · i+a0y · j+a0z ·k (2)

where:

a0x=cos gn cos Kr−sin ls sin Kr sin gn (3a)

a0y=cos gn cos Kr−sin ls sin Kr sin gn (3b)
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Fig. 2. Improved model for oblique cutting.

a0z= −sin gn cos ls (3c)

3.2. Some important 6elocity 6ectors

The unit vector parallel to the chip flow velocity
vector Vch0 is:

Vch0=a0 · cos h+b0 · sin h=Vch0x · i+Vch0y · j+Vch0z ·k
(4)

Vch0x=cos h ·a0x+sin h · cos ls · sin Kr (5a)

Vch0y=cos h ·a0y−sin h · cos ls · cos Kr (5b)

Vch0z=cos h ·a0z−sin h · sin Kr (5c)

The following equations hold:

Vch=Vch ·Vch0 (6)

Vc= − (pnD/1000) ·k (7)

Vf= − ( fn/1000) · j (8)

V=Vc+Vf (9)

V0=V/V (10)

where V0 is the unit vector parallel to V, f is the feed of
the tool per revolution, n is the speed of the spindle of
machine tool and D is the diameter of the workpiece.

In accordance with the principles of kinematics, three
velocity vectors, V, Vch and the shear velocity vector Vs,
involved in oblique cutting must form a closed velocity
triangle, shown in Fig. 3. Thus, it is easy to obtain the
following relationships:

Vs=Vch−V (11)

Vs0=Vs/Vs (12)

Vch=V · sin fe/cos(ge+f e¦) (13)

Vs=V · cos(ge+f e¦)/cos(ge+f e%) (14)

where Vs0 represents the unit vector parallel to Vs.

3.3. Unit normal 6ectors of some planes and the plane
equations

Pb0=k (15)

Pd0=Pdox · i+Pdoy · j+Pdoz ·k (16)

Pdox=
p ·D ·Vch0y− f ·Vch0z


f 2+p ·D2
(17a)

Pdoy= −
p ·D ·Vch0x


f 2+p2 ·D2
(17b)

Pdoz=
f ·Vch0x


f 2+p2 ·D2
(17c)

Pr0=rox · i+roy · j+roz ·k (18)

r0x=sin ls ·a0y−cos ls · cos Kr ·a0z (19a)

r0y= −sin ls ·a0x−cos ls · sin Kr ·a0z (19b)

r0z=cos ls · sin Kr ·a0y+cos ls · cos Kr ·a0x (19c)

Ps0=Vs0×b0/�Vs0×b0 � (20)

n0=cos Kr · i+sin Kr · j (21)

where Pb0 is the unit normal vector of the base plane of
the tool Pr; Pd0 is the unit normal vector of Pd, Pdox,

Fig. 3. Chip deformation plane Pd and the velocity triangle (Pb: base
plane of tool; Pct: top plane of the deformed chip; Puct: top plane of
the uncut layers of work material; Pucb: bottom plane of the uncut
layer of work material; Pr: the tool rake face; Ps: the shear plane).
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Pdoy, Pdoz are respectively the x-, y-, and z-components
of Pd0; Pr0 is the unit normal vector of Pr; rox, roy, roz

are respectively the x-, y-, and z-components of Pr0; Ps0

is the unit normal vector of Ps; and n0 is the unit
normal vector of the top plane of the uncut layer of
work material Puct.

The relating plane equations are as follows:

Pb: z=0 (22)

Pd: Pdox ·x+Pdoy ·y+Pdoz ·z=0 (23)

Pr: rox ·x+roy ·y+roz ·z=0 (24)

Pct: rox ·x+roy ·y+roz ·z=ach (25)

Puct: cos Kr ·x+sin Kr ·y=ac (26)

Pucb: cos Kr ·x+sin Kr ·y=0 (27)

where ac is the undeformed chip thickness measured in
the plane perpendicular to the bottom plane of the
uncut layer of work material Pucb; ach is the chip
thickness measured in the plane perpendicular to Pr.

3.4. Effecti6e rake angle of the tool and the effecti6e
shear angle

Pbd0=Pd0×Pb0/�Pd0×Pb0� (28)

m0=Pd0×n0/�Pd0×n0� (29)

cos ge=Vch0 ·Pbd0 (30)

cos f e¦=m0 ·V0 (31)

a c%

=ac ·
'�2Pdoy · cos Kr−Pdox · sin Kr

sin Kr
�2

+ (Pdoy)2+

(Pdoz)2 (32)

a ch% =ach (33)

tgf e%=
cos ge

a ch% /a c%−sin ge

(34)

fe=f e%+f e¦ (35)

where Pbd0 is the unit vector parallel to the line of
intersection between Pb and Pd; m0 is the unit vector
parallel to the line of intersection between Pd and Puct;
ge is the effective rake angle of the tool; a c% is the
undeformed chip thickness measured in Pd; a ch% is the
chip thickness measured in Pd (a ch% =ach); r is the
cutting ratio; fe is the effective shear angle; and f e% and
f e¦ are two angles used in the calculations.

3.5. Cutting force and cutting power

Supposing the shear stress in Ps is t, the shear force
Ft can be obtained from:

Fig. 4. Cutting forces on the tool rake face.

Ft= (ac ·aw ·t)/(Ps0 ·k) ·Vs0 (36)

where aw is the undeformed chip width.
The resultant cutting force on the tool rake face Fr

can be decomposed into the component perpendicular
to the tool rake face Fn and the component parallel to
the tool rake face, i.e. the frictional force in the tool
rake face Ff, Ff is in the opposite direction to the chip
flow velocity vector Vch. Fig. 4 shows the force on the
tool rake face, where u is the friction angle.

The unit vector parallel to the resultant cutting force
Fr0 is given by:

Fr0=cos u ·Pr0−sin u ·Vch0 (37)

Thus, the resultant cutting force Fr and the frictional
force in the tool rake face Ff can be determined as:

Fr= (�Ft �/�Fr0 ·Ps0�) ·Fr0 (38)

Ff= − �Fr� · sin u ·Vch0 (39)

Due to nearly all of the cutting energy being consumed
in two forms, i.e. the shear energy consumed in the
shear plane and the friction energy consumed in the
tool rake face [8], the cutting power A can be obtained
from:

A= �Ft � ·Vs+ �Ff� ·Vch (40)

The above equations, Eqs. (1)–(3), (3b), (3c)–(5), (5b),
(5c)–(17), (17b), (17c)–(19), (19b) and (19c)–(40), are
the theoretical calculations based on the improved
model for oblique cutting. The input parameters for the
model are: the normal rake angle of the tool gn; the tool
cutting edge inclination angle ls; the tool major cutting
edge angle Kr ; the cutting speed Vc; the tool feed speed
Vf; the undeformed chip width aw; the shear stress t ;
the friction angle u ; the chip flow angle h ; and the
cutting ratio r. The important output parameters from
the model include: the effective rake angle of the tool
ge; the effective shear angle fe; and the cutting power
A ; etc.

As a practical example, the above-established model
is used in the following chip-control research to investi-
gate the relationships between the said input parame-
ters and the relating output parameters.
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4. Application of the model to the chip-control research

4.1. Brief introduction of a theory on the minimum
energy consumption

A theory on the minimum energy consumption is
presented in the literature [14,15]. The theory is used to
investigate the chip flow coordination and chip flow
interference during machining processes. It studies the
physical substance of chip flow, i.e. why the chip flows
away from the tool rake face in this direction, but not
in that direction, during machining processes.

As is known, a whole cutting edge can be divided
into a series of infinitesimal cutting edges called elemen-
tal cutting edges. Every elemental cutting edge has a
straight line cutting edge and cuts the work material in
the oblique form. For a definite elemental cutting edge,
there must exist a definite chip flow vector, which
consists of a definite chip flow direction and a definite
chip flow speed. This definite chip flow vector is known
as the natural chip flow vector. In terms of the theory
on the minimum energy consumption, the physical
substance of the chip flow vector is to make the total
consumption of cutting power be the minimum. When
the natural chip flow vectors produced by the different
elemental cutting edges interfere with each other, the
total chip flow vector for the whole cutting edge can be
determined in the light of the rule that makes the total
consumption of cutting power be the minimum: this is
not an artificial optimum, but a natural choice.

4.2. Calculation of the chip flow 6ector

Based on the established model, with the values of gn,
ls, Kr, Vc, Vf, aw, t and u being given, the cutting power
A can be regarded as the function of the chip flow angle
h and the cutting ratio r, i.e.:

A= f(r, h) (41)

In the oblique cutting, with the above relating parame-
ters being given, according to the theory on the mini-
mum energy consumption, there must exist definite
values of h and r which makes the consumption of
cutting power be the minimum.

Therefore, the established model is input into a com-
puter to optimise the cutting power A and to find two
definite values of h and r which make the consumption
of cutting power be the minimum. The chip flow speed
can be obtained from Eq. (13) after the value of r has
been determined.

4.3. Oblique cutting experiment

The experimental conditions are as follows: Machine
tool, VDF 18 RO lathe; Workpiece, AISI 1088 steel
tube with a diameter 42.6 mm; Tool holder, T-MAX

Fig. 5. Influence of the tool major cutting edge angle Kr and the tool
feed speed Vf on the chip flow angle h.

PTTNR 2020K 16; Tool insert, TNMA 160404 (HK
15); Tool geometry, gn= −6°, ls= −6°, Kr=45°�
90°; Cutting form, oblique cutting with no cutting fluid;
and Cutting parameters, Vc=95 m min−1, Vf=71�
355 mm min−1, ap=3.25 mm.

The chip flow angle is measured with a measuring
microscope by observing the frictional trace caused by
the flow of the chip on the tool rake face.

Fig. 5 shows the comparison of the chip flow angle
between the theoretical predictions and the experimen-
tal results under the said given experimental conditions;
whilst Fig. 6 shows the variation of the chip flow speed
calculated from Eq. (13).

From Fig. 5, it can be seen that the theoretically-pre-
dicted data agrees reasonably well with the experimen-
tal results under the given experimental conditions.

5. Conclusions

Based on the above investigation, the following con-
clusions can be drawn:

(1) An improved model for oblique cutting has been
developed in this present work in which the influences
of the tool major cutting edge angle and the tool feed
velocity on machining processes are taken account of.

(2) The new cutting model can be used to determine
precisely some important parameters involved in ma-
chining processes, e.g. the effective rake angle of the
tool, the effective shear angle and the consumption of
cutting power, etc.

Fig. 6. Variation of the chip flow speed Vch.
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(3) As a practical example, the model, combined
with the theory on minimum energy consumption, is
used to carry out chip-control research. The chip flow
direction and the chip flow speed are determined based
on the model and the theory on minimum energy
consumption.

(4) The theoretically-predicted data agrees reason-
ably well with the experimental results under the given
experimental conditions.

6. Nomenclature

A cutting power
undeformed chip thickness measuredac

in the plane perpendicular to Pucb

undeformed chip thickness measureda c%
in Pd

ach chip thickness measured in the plane
perpendicular to Pr

a ch% chip thickness measured in Pd

unit vector in the tool rake face per-a0

pendicular to the tool major cutting
edge
x-, y-, and z-components of a0,a0x, a0y, a0z

respectively
depth of cutap

undeformed chip widthaw

b0 unit vector in the tool rake face par-
allel to the tool major cutting edge

D diameter of the workpiece
frictional force in PrFf

Fr resultant cutting force on Pr

unit vector parallel to FrFr0

Fn cutting force component perpendicu-
lar to Pr

Ft shear force on Ps

f feed of the tool per revolution
i, j, k unit vector along the x-, y-, and z-

axes, respectively
Kr tool major cutting edge angle
m0 unit vector parallel to the line of in-

tersection between Pd and Puct

n speed of the spindle of machine tool
unit normal vector of Puctn0

base plane of toolPb

unit normal vector of PbPb0

Pbd0 unit vector parallel to the line of in-
tersection between Pb and Pd

Pct top plane of the deformed chip
chip deformation planePd

Pd0 unit normal vector of Pd

x-, y-, and z-components of Pd0,Pdox, Pdoy,
Pdoz respectively

tool rate facePr

unit normal vector of PrPr0

Ps shear plane
unit normal vector of PsPs0

bottom plane of the uncut layer ofPucb

work material
Puct top plane of the uncut layer of work

material
r cutting ratio
rox, roy, roz x-, y-, and z-components of Pr0,

respectively
V resultant cutting velocity vector

cutting velocity vectorVc

chip flow velocity vectorVch

Vch0 unit vector parallel to Vch

x-, y-, and z-components of Vch0,Vch0x, Vch0y,
Vchoz respectively

Vf tool feed velocity vector
unit vector parallel to VV0

shear velocity vectorVs

Vs0 unit vector parallel to Vs

Greek letters

gn normal rake angle of the tool
ge effective rake angle of the tool
fe effective shear angle

angles used in the calculationsf e% , f e¦
ls tool cutting edge inclination angle

shear stress in Pst

friction angle on Pru

chip flow angleh
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